Flexible operation of a robot in an uncalibrated environment requires the ability to recover unknown or partially known parameters of the workspace through sensing. Of the sensors available to a robotic agent, visual sensors provide information that is richer and more complete than other sensors. In this paper we present robust techniques for the derivation of depth from feature points on a target's surface and for the accurate and high-speed tracking of moving targets. We use these techniques in a system that operates with little or no a priori knowledge of the object-related parameters present in the environment. The system is designed under the Controlled Active Vision framework [I61 and robustly determines parameters such as velocity for tracking moving objects and depth maps of objects with unknown depths and surface structure. Such determination of extrinsic environmental parameters is essential for performing higher level tasks such as inspection, exploration, tracking, grasping, and collision-free motion planning. For both applications, we use the Minnesota Robotic Visual Tracker (a visual sensor mounted on the end-effector of a robotic manipulator combined with a real-time vision system) to automatically select feature points on surfaces, to derive an estimate of the environmental parameter in question, and to supply a control vector based upon these estimates to guide the manipulator.
Introduction
In order to be effective, robotic agents in uncalibrated environments must operate in a flexible and robust manner. The computation of unknown parameters (e.g., the velocity of objects and the depth of object feature points) is essential information for the accurate execution of many robotic manipulation, inspection, and exploration tasks in unstructured settings. The determination of such parameters has traditionally relied upon the accurate knowledge of other related environmental parameters. For instance, traditional approaches to the problem of depth recovery [4] [5][ 111 have assumed that extremely accurate measurements of the camera parameters and the camera system geometry are provided a priori, making these methods useful in only a limited number of situations. Similarly, previous approaches to visual tracking assumed known and accurate measures of camera parameters, camera positioning, manipulator positioning, target depth, target orientation, and environmental conditions This type of detailed information is not always available or, when it is available, not always accurate. Inaccuracies are introduced by path constraints, changes in the robotic system, and changes in the operational environment. In addition, camera calibration and the determination of camera parameters can be computationally expensive and error prone. In particular, depth derivation and tracking techniques that rely upon stereo vision systems require careful geometry measurements and the solution of the correspondence problem, making the computational overhead prohibitive for real-or near-real-time systems. Furthermore, many structurefrom-motion algorithms use simple accidental motion of the cam-0-7803-1 968-0/94$4.0001994 IEEE era that does not guarantee the best possible identifiability of the depth parameter. To be effective in uncalibrated environments, the robotic agent must perform under a variety of situations when only simple estimates of parameters (e.g., depth, focal length, pixel size, etc.) are used and with little or no a priori knowledge about the target, the camera, or the environment. One solution to these problems can be found under the Controlled Active Vision framework [16] . Instead of relying heavily on aprion' information, this framework provides the flexibility necessary to operate under dynamic conditions where many environmental and target-related factors are unknown and possibly changing. The framework is based upon adaptive controllers that utilize the Sum-of-Squared Differences (SSD) optical flow measurement [l]. The SSD algorithm is used to measure the displacements of feature points in a sequence of images where the displacements may be induced by manipulator motion, target motion, or both. These measured displacements are then used as an input into the robot controllers, thus closing the control loop. Adaptive control techniques are useful under a variety of situations, including our application areas: depth recovery and robotic visual tracking.' Instead of an accidental motion of the eye-in-hand system used in many depth extraction techniques [11] [18] [22], we propose a controlled exploratory motion that provides identifiability of the depth parameter. To reduce the influence of workspace-, camera-, and manipulator-specific inaccuracies, an adaptive controller is used to provide accurate and reliable information regarding the depth of an object's features. This information may then be used to guide tracking, inspection, and manipulation operations [4] [ 161. Additionally, we propose a visual tracking system that does not rely upon accurate measures of environmental and target parameters. An adaptive controller is used to track feature points on a target's surface in spite of the unconstrained motion of the target, possible occlusion of feature points, and changing target and environmental conditions. Relatively high-speed targets are tracked with only rough operating parameter estimates and no explicit target models. Tracking speeds are ten times faster and have similar performance to those reported by Papanikolopoulos [16] . In this paper, we present techniques for controlled robotic exploration. We first formulate the equations for visual measurements, include enhanced SSD surface construction strategies and optimizations, and present the automatic feature point selection scheme. Next, we derive the control and measurement equations used for the adaptive controller and elaborate on the selection of the features' trajectories for the application of depth recovery. Finally, we discuss results from experiments in both of the selected applications using the Minnesota Robotic Visual Tracker (MRVT).
Visual measurements
Our depth recovery and robotic visual tracking applications both use the same basic visual measurements that are based upon a simple camera model and the measure of optical flow in a temporal sequence of images. The visual measurements are combined with search-specific optimizations and a dynamic pyramiding technique in order to enhance the visual processing and to optimize the performance of the system in our selected applications.
Camera model and optical flow
We assume a pinhole camera model with a world frame, R , centered on the optical axis. We also assume a focal length5 A point P = (Xw, Yw, ZWjT in Rw, projects to a point p in the image plane with coordinates (x, y). We can define two scale factors sx and sy to account for camera sampling and pixel size, and include the center of the image coordinate system (cx, cy) given in frame FA [ 161. This results in the following equations for the actual image coordinates (xA, yA):
Any displacement of the point P can be described by a rotation about an axis through the origin and a translation. If this rotation is small, then it can be described as three independent rotations about the three axes XW, Yw, and ZW [3] . We will assume that the camera moves in a static environment with a translational velocity (Tx, Ty, T,) and a rotational velocity (Rx, Ry' R,). The velocity of point P with respect to RW can be expressed as:
dt By taking the time derivatives and using equations (2.1), (2. The size of the neighborhood N must be carefully selected to ensure proper system performance. Too small an N fails to capture enough contrast while too large an N increases the associated computational overhead and enhances the background. In either case, an algorithm based upon the SSD technique may fail due to inaccurate displacements. Such an algorithm may also fail due to too large a latency in the system or displacements resulting from (k-I) and (k).
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motions of the object that are too large for the method to accurately capture. We include techniques related to search optimizations and dynamic pyramiding to counter these concerns.
Search optimizations
The primary source of latency in a vision system that uses the SSD measure is the time needed to identify ( U , v)= in equation (2.6). To find the true minimum, the SSD measure must be calculated over each possible ( U , v)T . The time required to produce an SSD surface and to find the minimum can be greatly reduced by employing search-specific optimizations that, when combined, divide the search time significantly in the expected case. These search-specific optimizations are presented in [20] . These optimizations allow the vision system described later in the paper to track three to four features at RS-170 video rates (16 msec per field, two fields per frame, 33 msec total with vertical blanking) without video under-sampling.
Dynamic pyramiding
Dynamic pyramiding is a heuristic technique that attempts to resolve the conflict between accurate positioning of a manipulator and high-speed tracking when the displacements of the feature points are large. Previous applications have typically depended upon one preset level of pyramiding to enhance either the top tracking speed of the manipulator or the positioning accuracy of the end-effector above the target [la]. We use the dynamic pyramiding method described in [20] to resolve this conflict.
Feature point selection
In addition to latency and the effect of large displacements, an algorithm based upon the SSD technique may fail due to repeated patterns in the intensity function of the image or due to large areas of uniform intensity in the image. Both cases can provide multiple matches within a feature point's neighborhood, resulting in incorrect displacements measures. In order to avoid this problem, our system automatically evaluates and selects feature points. Feature points are selected using the SSD measure combined with an auto-correlation technique to produce an SSD surface corresponding to an auto-correlation in the area R [1] [16] . Several possible confidence measures can be applied to the surface to measure the suitability of a potential feature point. The selection of a confidence measure is critical since many such measures lack the robustness required by changes in illumination, etc. We use a two-dimensional displacement parabolic fit that attempts to fit the parabola e (Ax,) = aAx:+bAx,+c to a cross-section of the surface derived from the SSD measure [16] . The parabola is fit to the surface at predefined directions. Papanikolopoulos (161 selected a feature if the minimum directional measure was sufficiently high, according to equation (2.6). For the purpose of depth extraction, we extend this approach in response to the aperture problem [ 101. Briefly stated, the aperture problem refers to the motion of points that lie on a feature such as an edge. Any sufficiently small local measure of motion can only retrieve that component of motion orthogonal to the edge. Any component of motion due to movement other than movement perpendicular to the edge is unrecoverable due to multiple matches for any given feature point [lo] . The improved confidence measure for feature points permits the selection of a feature if it has a sufficiently high correlation with the parabola in a particular direction. For instance, a feature point corresponding to an edge will only have a high correlation in the direction perpendicular to the edge. This directional information is used during depth recovery to constrain the motion of the manipulator such that the displacements '97 of the feature point only occur orthogonal to the directional feature. This ensures that the only component of motion is precisely that which be recovered under consideration of the aperture problem. This ideal motion is not always achievable; therefore, motions will occur that are approximately, but not completely, orthogonal to the directional feature. In response to this uncertainty, SSD matches that lie closer to the direction of the ideal manipulator motion will be preferred. Directionally constrained features are not used during the tracking of moving objects since the motion of such objects cannot be characterized until after the selection of tracking features. If used, multiple features with dissimilar directional measure are needed, increasing overhead by at least a factor of two. Therefore, only features that are determined to be omnidirectional (e.g., a comer point) should be used for tracking applications.
Modeling and controller design
Modeling of the system is critical to the design of a controller to perform the task at hand. In our application areas, the modeling and controller designs are similar, but distinct. We present only the depth recovery modeling and controller design. Papanikolopoulos et al.
[ 151 provide an in-depth treatment of the modeling and controller design for robotic visual tracking applications. Several robotic servoing problems require accurate information regarding the depth of the object of interest. When this depth is not provided a priori, it must be recovered from observations of the environment via sensing. Traditional vision-based depth recovery techniques in robotic systems may suffer from various problems, including computational overhead, expensive calibration, frequent recalibration, obstruction, and solution of the correspondence problem. We present an altemative algorithm for depth recovery using the Controlled Active Vision framework.
Consider an object at an unknown depth with a feature point, P, on the surface of the object. By moving the visual sensor, a sequence of images and the respective projections of P can be effected. By observing the changes of P s projections in successive images, an estimate of the depth of P is derived. Over multiple images, this estimate can be refined using adaptive techniques [ 
191.
Previous work in depth recovery using active vision relied upon random camera displacements to provide displacement changes in the p(k)'s . In our approach, we select features automatically, produce feature trajectories (a different trajectory for every feature), and predict future displacements using the depth estimate [19] . The errors in these predicted displacements, in conjunction with the estimated depth, are included as inputs in the control loop of the system. Thus, the next calculated movement of the camera will attempt to eliminate the largest possible portion of the observed error while adhering to various constraints. This purposeful movement of the visual sensor provides more accurate depth estimates and faster convergence.
For depth recovery, we use the SSD optical flow to measure displacements of feature points in the image plane. For a single feature point, p, we assume that the optical flow at time instant kT is (u(kT), v(kT)), where T is the time between two successive frames. At time instant kT, the optical flow is given by:
(4.2) Since we are recovering the depth of feature points on a static object, the components of optical flow due to the movement of the object (u,(kT) and v,(kT)) are zero. Also, equations (4.1) and (4.2) do not account for the computational delays involved with the calculation of the optical flow. By taking these delays into account, and by eliminating the flow components due to object motion, these equations become where vl(k) and v*(k) are white noise terms with variances oI2
and 02', respectively. The above equations may be written in state-space form as
where A(k) = H(k) = I,, p(k) and v(k) E R2, and u , ( k -d + l ) E R6.Thematrix B(k) E R6isgivenby:
The vector p(k) = (~( k ) , y ( k ) )~ is the state vector, , this approach helps to design trajectories that provide maximum identifiability of the depth parameter. During the execution of the specific trajectory, the depth parameter is computed with the help of a simple estimation scheme that takes into consideration the previous movements of the camera and the computational delays, The approach has been tested and several experimental results have been presented. For visual tracking, we propose a technique based upon earlier work in visual servoing [16] that achieves superior speed and accuracy through the introduction of several performance enhancing techniques. In particular, the dynamic pyramiding technique provides a satisfactory compromise to the speed/accuracy tradeoff inherent in static pyramiding techniques. These optimizations apply to various region-based vision processing applications and in our application, provide the speedup required to increase directly the effectiveness of the real-time vision system. Issues for future research include the automatic selection of the feature window size (an issue discussed in [ 141) in order to select a window that has some texture variations, and the implicit incorporation of the robot dynamics.
